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DIVISION B'.
To au whom it may concern,.- .

Aand B, as represented, end_form a commu
nication between E and. both cylinders. The

_

Beit known that l, STEPHEN WILoox, Jr.,
of Westerly, :_iu' the county of' Washington
:1nd State' off-Rhode Island, havein-vented cer--

_lower portion of the“ cylinders A and B and ot'
the‘chamber E‘form the heating-surfaces. ll

following is a full, clear,_ and exact descrip

covered by adiaphragm, L. A' lever, l, connects

tain new and useful Improvements in Hot-Air is a small cylinder filledv with -Inercury 4and
Engines; and I do hereby decla-re that -the connecting-.through tube h with a chamber
witha crank on the >shaft of damper n, the
effect-0f which will be explained farther on.
The bed~`plate is denoted by X. J is the'hriek

_ A tion thereof, reference being had to the acc_om-

panying drawings, and to the> letters of ref
erence mau'kedthereon, in which-_

_

_

Figure lis aA vertical longitudinal section work. and Bare supported near their centers by
through the whole engine. Fig. 2 is a plan
view of the same. Fig. 3 is a, horizontal sec a flange resting on X, their lower ends pro
' tion through the regeuerator. Fig. 4 is an jecting into the flue below ~to receive the'heat
eevation ot' »the valve-gear. ._Fig. 5 is a plan 'of the furnace. s A'is open at its upper end,
view of the saune» Figs. 6, 7,8, 9, 10, 11, 12, while B is closed by a tight head. Pistons a
and _13 are outline figures, showing the rela and 'b are made somewhat longer than their
> tive positions ofthe valve and workìngpis stroke _and filled with some non-conductor to
tous and the relative pressnresof- the air at prevent the hea-t to which their lower sides

various points in a complete revolution. Fig. are exposed from being communicated-to- their
14 is a din-gram similar to thatA produced by upper sides. a. has along pitman', a', conneet'- ingdireetly with crank 'tl/,while the piston b
what is known as a'n’f?‘indicator.”
_
. Similar letters o'f reference denote like parts

--in all the figures.
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_'I‘he general form'of my engine somewhat
resembles that invented by ltobertirStirling,
` andpatented in England in 1840 and 1827.
The nurture ot' my invention consists in al

lowing the products of combustionv to circulate
~ in contact with the ends of both the working

cylinder andthe cbangingfc'ylinder, where
by I greatly increase the amount of heating
surface without'involving the -increase of lost

space which would be dueto the introduction
ot' heating-chambers or air-passages.
To enable others skilled in the art to make

'and use my invention, I will proceed to de

scribe’its construction and operation.
_A is a working-cylinder, and a the single

hasa. rod, b', passing through a stuffing-box, _S
and having across-head, b". A short. pitman,
11"', connectsgtheuce with crank C”.

. -

'l'he valve M is turned accurately to ytit the

interior of box I), and has a--hollow _throat ot'
suiïici'ent width to spanl ports d"_.and' "d_’f and
the. space between them, as shown-»at Fig. 7.
This valve receives an'oscillatingor'partially
rotating motion, as follows: The _axis of“ M
passes through the head of D, and has a slot
ted lever, m, on its end. (See Figs. 4 and '5.)
In the slot a roller, i, is carried on an idle-lever,
I, which _is iu turn moved by the eccentric rod g.
Theregenerator F ìs- a hollow cylinder. .It

is composed ofconcentric‘spi?al or'anun'lar‘
layers or sheets 'of ~wire-c1oth. vIt-s linternal
diameter is such'that its area is the same as

B is the changing and the ports in D, and the external diameter
according as the thickness of the re
supply cylinder, and b the piston working greater,
therein. Gis the main shaft,_snpporte_d by generator is increased. lThe object of making

l actin g workiug~pistou~

the regenerator in this form is, that as the
-t‘neframes r r' 7 and havin two cranks
.
7 C' and

of the cold air is from the center‘of the
C”,set at nearly right angles with each other. course
regenerator
outward and the air commences.
1 0”’ is the ily-wheel. D' is the val'vebo‘x, com
to
receive
heat
and expand“ immediately upon
municating freely with E, and -having three

ports, d d’ d”. "Within this is a'valve, M. E`
is a small chamber, containing a regenerator,
F, resting' on a central cone, f. At the lower
end of E are two nozzles, e and e' which con

- entering the regenerator, and ‘constantly re

ceit'es more heat until it escapes at the 'pe

riphery much increased in volume', it is evident
that the area of the passage-wayshould in:

nect with a nozzle upon each of the cylinders crease from the cold to the hot side. This is ' ‘

2
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y
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effected b_y my. construction of -the Hagener-_ in a short time, and again to become too much
ator, the outside of the wire cylinder (see Fig. cooled when the engine is started again.
3) being about doublethe circumference ofthe
The furnace K is- supplied with fuel through

inside and giving an area of passage-way pro door l’. The brick-work J extends over the
portionedto .the ybulk of the air at all points, tire and shields the bottoms of the cylinders
whether its motion is from the cold side to thc 'from the direct action of the lire. The pro
hot or in the reverse direction. Within the ducts of combustion pass from the furnace and
regenen-nier is a cone,f,- filling it at the bottom circulate around `the bottoms and a portion of
_and coming to an apex on a line ywith its top, the sides of both the cylinders, and finally es#
thereby giving a larger area for the air to cape to the chimney through the flue 0.
pass at the top, and as the air flows laterally .

Althoughtheoperation of an ordinary Stir-`

through the regenerator a less area. is required ling engine, onwhich my improvements are
below. The taper of the cone f gives the based, is tolerably familiar to those skilled in
piëoper arca at all points, and allows no more the art, it may be proper to explain that the
vacant space than is absolutely required. For expansive power et' heated> air is rendered
4,the same reason the chamber E tapers ont available therein by so operating a working
wardly from the 'topto the bottom of the re and two changing pistons in separate cylin
'

generator.

His a small cylinder resting upon the bot
toni of E so as to'be heated as nearly as pcs»

ders that each changing-piston alternately
rapidly transfers _ a measure of air from its

coldto its hot side, and then stands .nearly

sible to the same temperature as the metal stationary While the expansion of the heated
upon whichit lies. From' H a small tube, k, air imparts motion to the engine through the

passes'upward throught', thence through the working-piston.

The changingipiston _then

.side of D, and connects with the chamber be~ descends and transfers the the same air back
low the diaphragm L. ’ Upon I rests a small from the hot to the cold side of the piston, in
plate having a rod connecting with i. Erom which transfer it is passed through a refrig
the end of l a link, u', >connects with a crank erator, and its heat is therein abstracted. ÍBy
on _the end of the shaft -of dampern in lthe -this means the pressure of _the air is reduced
ilu'eO. ' This portion' ofthe engine is of great land the rvorkitig-piston` is allowed to -return

practical importance, as- the change of the

structure of the metal in consequence of its

with less resistance.

'

In my engine, as in Mr. Stirling’s, a meas
being too intensely heated has caused the ure of air is transferred from the cold tothe

failure of many otherwise successful air-en
gines.

'-

’

-

It mustbe observed that the vessel'H is
not immersed in' the products of combustion,
and that the motion of thediaphragm L, lever
l, and damper n doesv not necessarily, and>

hot side of the changing-pistonband by its ex

pansion thc-working-piston is forced up and
poweris imparted to the engine; but at or
about the termination of -the npstroke of the- î

Working-piston the diñ‘erence become appar
ent, for this juncture vmy valve D, bytits vi
should not in many instances, correspond bration, opens the eduction-port d and allows
with the fluctuations in the heat of the iìre. thev hot air to escape, While it also opens the
The vessel H is within the chamber .E and in inductionport d'. _ As the changing-piston
contact with the inner side'of the heating-snr descends, thespace above it is filled by asap

f faces at its base. Now, the heat of the'pro ply of fresh (or relatively fresh.) air .drawn
ducts of combustion is only one of the ele-- either from the- atmosphere or. from a coQl re

ments which _go-,to4 controlthe temperature of~ _ servoir. When my engine is Worked with the
H. The other is the power with-- which the'en-- air only at about the atmospheric pressure, the
gine is working. 1f the engine is working fresh 'air` is drawn directly from the atmos-I
very moderately and, with little or no load, phere, às represented, and the hot air beneath
the temperature of H may rise very nearly to the two pistonsis discharged and blown away;
the same point as that of the products of com _But it can, if desired, be worked in the same
bastion ; butwhen it is working under the op mannerundcra higher pressure by connecting

posite _conditions the large quantity of air a strong reservoir 4(not represented) with the

- which is to be warmed in any given period eduction and induction ports d and d'. 1n
tends to cool the interior of the heating-sur such case air is compressed by a pump (not
faces, and -in order to maintain a uniform heat represented) until it fills the reservoir to any
in the metal requires'the temperature on the pressure desired, and the pressure within the

'exterior to be considerably higher than before. engine will correspond therewith, and thus
The apparatus, therefore, is intended to main produce a greater eñ'ect at cach stroke; but

tain a uniform temperature, not in the gases when worked in this manner lmy engine must '

either on the exterior or inte|-ior,_but iu tl e be providedrwith a refrigerator analogous in

metal of the heating-surfaces, and> to produce structure, though not _in arrangement and> ef.
`this result by so adjusting the damper n aste feet equivalent to Mr. Stirling’s.
`
supply just suil‘ic'ient heat fromthe tire under
My engine differs from Mr. Stirling’s in the
all conditions. -This feature of my invention following points, viz: Mr. Stirling’s working
is especially important when the engine is cylinder is connected to the cold end of his
'frequently- stopped, as without it the metal is changing-cylinders, and the air which isdriven
, liable to become heated to a bright-red heat from the vhot vend of the changing-cylinder to
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actuate the working-piston is cooled by being M', and as lever I vibrates nearlyv equal dis
tirst passed through a‘regeuerator and arefrig tances each side of a horizontal line passing
y crater, so that it enters 'cold into the working

cyliuder, and thereby a portion ofthe power is
lost, while in my engine the cylinders are con;
lnected at their heated ends and the air acts
directly-upon the workiugpìston in its hot»
test state, whereby a greater power is devel
oped by the same-sized engine. 1 Mr. Stirling
.uses only the bottoms of his changing-cylin
ders as heating-surface, and his working-cyl
inder is studiously kept at a very low tem
perature, while I use the bottoms of both the~

through the center of t, it. follows that the roll- -

er i will play longer in_the slot during the up
ward than during the downward stroke, Vas
shown by the dotted lines. It will also'be seen
that only a slight motion is imparted to the
valve except in the middle of the stroke of the
eccentric, when the valve willybe moved rapL
idly from one extreme position to the other;
also that the valve requires-to be turned inthe

upwardpositiou about two-thirds of _the time,
and in the downward about one-third, and‘to

changing and working cylinders as heating be rapidly transferred from one position to the
surtiice,whereby theheatiu g-snrface is doubled other. The'se peculiar motions are effected by
in extent and the engine enabled to run `at a the combination of the eccentric with theliuk

greater speed- with a 'proportionate increase of
effect. Mr.’ HStirl-ing’s alternatelyjransfers the
same air from the cold to the hot side of the

changìngpiston, and vice versa, while mine
discharges the hot air and draws in a supply
,of other air at each stroke. Mr. Stirling’s‘in~
volves aloss of space in the refrigerator, which
is analogous in eii'ect to that caused by what
is known as “clcarance”in steam-engineering,
which loss mine avoids, because when the portsA

and slotted lever.

.

_

The vessel H is tilled with some fluid that
vaporizes at a high temperature-as mercury, '
which will commence evaporating at 650 dc

grecs. When this temperature is attained a
portion of the iinid will be forced through the

tube-h., raising the diaphragm L and le-ver'l.,
by which the damper u is closed, the combustion in the furnace is checked, and- the tem.- perature of the heating-surface reduced. As l

the temperature falls, a portion of the vapor
atmosphere no refrigerator is employed, and is condensed, and the diaphragm L sinks nn
when they communicate with a reservoir of til the damper fn is again opened und the tire
compressed air the refrigerator is outside of quickened. Thus the temperature of the
or beyond the valve, and its pipes, etc., are -heating-surfaces is uniformly maintained at y
a portion of the reservoir, and not a portion about the point the. metal can safely bear.
Havingexplained the several parts,‘l will
of the space within the cylinders. The space
involved in the refrigerator is ‘not therefore proceed to describe the machine in operation.
By referring to Figs. 6, 7, 8, t), 1U, 1l, l2,
equivalent to clearance in my engine, and is of
and 13 the positions ot' the pistons‘and valve
- ` no effect whatever ou the sin e.
The peculiar motions of the two pistons in, at each eighth of a revolution can bev seen..
relation'to each other could be effected very The circle above each diagram shows the po
perfectty by means of cams, but cranks aiî‘ord sition of' the cranks, crank C’ carryirg the
' a smoother motion and allow of a', more rapid working pistou a and crank C” carrying the
- action from tightness at which the parts may changing-piston b.' The pressure 'of‘ the air
be maintained and the very gradual mannerl in the cylinders is 4denoted in each diagram
' daad d’ of my engine communicate with the

in which the changes occur.

For this reason

by the small figures- in red.

These iigures

I use two cranks, C’ and C”, placed at nearly may not be strictly correct, but- will suiiiceto ,
y
right angleson the shaft U. The relative mo, illustrate the mode of operation.
Suppose the parts in commencing to be in
tions imparted to the pistons by the cranks is
best shown by Fig. 2^, iu- whiclrthefcircle ot' the position shown by Fig. 6. Piston a has
the crank is divided int-o four parts. Let crank vnearly completed its upstroke, piston b has
C’ be at l. and crank C” at 2.l Now, if shaft G just commenced its downstroke, andl the ili
is turned to the right one-fourth of a revolu~ duction and eduction ports Yhave commenced
tion, C’ will be at 2 and C” at 3, and the piston to open. If‘now the main shaft is turned to
attached to crank C’ will have passed through thc right one eighth of a revolution, the vari
about threc- fourths of its stroke, while the pis ous parte will have assumed the position
ton attached to crank C" will have moved up shown in Fig. 7. l’iston a has completed its

and down through about oneieighth of its upstroke, and piston b has moved down half
its stroke, drawing in a. supply of cold' air to
lill the space above it, and forcing the hot air
beneath it out through the regenerator, Where

stroke. During another fourth of a revolution
C’ will move u p and down through one eighth
- "of .its stroke, while C” will pass through its
three-fourths. Thus it will be seen that the

it leaves a large portion of its heat Äand es

cranks give very nearly the desired motions. capes through the exhaust-port.. At the next
l<`igsr4 and öshow the valve-gearing. The eighth of a' revolution (scc Fig. 8) piston ¿L
valve M is mounted on a spindle, M', keyed to has commenced its downstroke- 4and piston b
which is a slotted lever, m. y I is an idledink has nearly completed'its downstroke. At or
driven by eccentric rod g and turning on a near this point the valve M closes both the
lixed stud, t. A roller, fi, is mounted on this induction-and. eduction ports d’ and d and
lever. The spiudieM' and stud t are not in opens a communication through the cylinder
the same horizontal plane, _lt_ being higher than port d", between the upper side of b and --the

4

'

‘ lower sides of both aand b.
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At the nfxt po

lines extending from 11, 12, 13, 6, '7 to the base

sition (see l‘figì-Q) a has moved down half ot' the diagram show the pressure ander the
stroke and p_iston b is at the bottom of its piston a d urin gthe upstroke. The shorter lines,

stroke. Iii-Fig. 10,'a has nearly completed its extending from 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 to the base, show.
downstvroke, having forced the hot airbe the pressure (adverse) during the downstroke.
neath it up through tho regenerator and out The linejoining 11, 12, 13, 6, 7 is higher than
through the port d during the early part of its the correspondía gone joining 7 , 8, i), 10,11, and

downward motion and compressed it with the the area between these 'lines indicates, in a
air above b during the latter portion. This manner familiar to steam-engineers, ho w much
compression ofcourse requires considerable more power is derived from the upstroke of
power and necessitates a. heavy or quick run piston a, than is lost _in the return-stroke of
ningfly-wheel, but it greatly increases the pres the same.>
`
'
sure during the upstroke, and serves to overL
In t't is engine. itägis seen that the pressure
Y come the momentum of the parts, having in this acts only in one direction to 'force the _piston
respect the same effect as cushioning by the up; the momentum of the ily-wheel must there
early closing ofthe eXha-ustiu steam-engines. fore be depended on to com plete the downward
In this figure piston I) has just commenced _stroke against a pressure which rapidly in
its upstroke. 1n Fig. 11 a has completed its creases toward the termination ofthe motion;
downstroke and b has moved up half-stroke. but by obvious means two changing pistons
ln Fig. 12, n. has commenced, and b has nearly and -cylinders might be combined with two

completed, its npstroke, .and the latter has corresponding working pistons and cylinders

driven the cold air, which was above it, down in the same manner as here represented, so as

through the regenerator, absorbing the heat to- form a double-acting engine.
previously treasured in its metal.v Thence it
By means of the »increase of heatin g- surface
iiows in contact with the hot surface below and I am enabled to impart the proper degree of
tills the space beneath both aand b at a greatly heat to the air in a. much shorter period ot”

increased pressure and temperature, as-indi
cated by the red iigures. 1n Fig, 13, ri- has
been forcedfby the pressure below it through
half its upstroke, b being at the end of its up
stroke. At .the next eighth the revolution is
completed and the parts have again assumed
the position shown in Fig._6, a having nearly

Having now> fully described my improve
-inent and the advantages thereof', what 1 claim

completed its upstroke and b just-commenc

as my invention, and desire to secure by Let

time, and can therefore-drive my engine °at
a greater velocity than any other air-engine
with which- I am acquainted, with a. corre

sponding increase ot' power and steadiness oi'
motion.

.

.

ing its downstroke, and the exhaust and the ters Patent, is--Air-engines, in which changing and work
induction ports being just’opening.
Fig. 14 is a diagram intended to show ap ing cylinders are combined, substantially as
proximately the pressure on the under side of above shown.
In testimony whereof ,I have hereunto set `
.the workingpiston, and consequently on both
sides of the changing-piston at all points in, my hand in the presence of two subscribing
the stroke. The elevation of the black Figs.
' witnesses.

6, ,7, 8, 9, 1_9, 11, i2 a-nd _the accompanying iig
- ures in redshows the pressure‘under the piston

ì

STEPHEN WILCOX, JR.
Witnesses :

in the severalpositions shown by the corre

WILLIAM I’. Cor,

sponding iigures-í¿. c., Fig. 6, Fig. 7, _&c. The

CHARLES H. Denison.

